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lehrerhandbuch 31The trend of computer-implemented educational services is
toward the adoption of an architecture that supports an interactive learning
environment. The computer implemented learning environment is also a
paradigm for developing curricula and training program material. The
computer implemented learning environment combines the convenience of
the virtual classroom, the reinforcement of the laboratory classroom, the ease
of the online class, and the interactivity of the television classroom to reach a
broader audience. To date, the training is typically provided on desktop
computer systems or laptop systems. Since computers are typically not
present in every classroom, or in every environment where it is desirable to
provide training, there is a need to develop alternative training systems.Chad
Ledoux: The new cover story Seven months ago we introduced Chad Ledoux
to the Augusta Chronicle as part of our "Road Trip" series and raised eyebrows
with the hill that was his insane introduction to Augusta National. Fast forward
to now, to the Masters media days. We caught up with the young pro at the
same time we sat down with Brian Gay, the 2018 Masters rookie of the year,
and asked him why he felt he was the best all-around player in the field. "Well,
I feel like I was the best all-around player this year. I feel like I was definitely
third or fourth most consistent player this year," he responded, with a smile.
After a period of post-Masters reflection and some introspection, the 22-yearold follows up with this two-part cover story on Golf Channel in the April issue,
sharing his thoughts on his game, his unexpected move to Augusta and more.
We caught up with Chad right after he finished second in the second event of
the 2018 Tour Championships, rallying to force a playoff with eventual
champion Tommy Fleetwood. "It was all going well and I think you guys got a
lot of personality out of that. I was very happy to finish second," he said,
alluding to some of the criticism of his Masters
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